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$170 million saved in seven years
Saving $170 million is no small feat, but that is what
Kentucky school districts have done by reducing energy demand and consumption.
It has been said many times that “What gets measured, gets done.” With facility costs nearly doubling
between 2000 and 2008, state leaders directed all
districts to begin measuring and managing energy
resources. While a few districts initiated local programs, this directive was the impetus for KSBA to
begin a statewide program to support district efforts.
By the 2010 fiscal year, Kentucky districts began
“measuring” by tracking and reporting annually the
energy consumption and costs for all school facilities. Additional supports from KSBA became available and districts began understanding the complexities of managing energy resources. The graphs below reflect the significant statewide success.
Here are a few major milestones over the past
eight years:
 One of the key measurements became the Ener-

gy Utilization Index (EUI)*, also called KBTU per
square foot. Nationally, the EUI for schools is 73.
Statewide district EUIs have improved since

2010, moving from 65 KBTU per square foot per
year to 49.6 KBTU per square foot per year.
 In 2010, Butler County Schools was the most effi-

cient district in Kentucky with an EUI measurement of 42.7. Butler County is the second most
efficient district in 2017 and has improved more
than 20 percent over the time period. (The best

made more than a 20 percent improvement!)

 The 2017 leader is Owen County Schools, which

improved its EUI measurement from 62.5 in the
2010 fiscal year to 33.2 in the 2017 fiscal year.

 In 2013, three districts were operating below an

EUI of 40. Today, 21 districts operate below an
EUI of 40 with several pushing the threshold of
30 EUI.

 Corresponding consumption savings, rate savings,

refunds, etc. now total more than $170 million
and continue to grow rapidly.

 Even with conditioned space growing about 1

percent annually and after numerous rate increases, Kentucky is spending nearly the same
today on energy as it did in the 2010 fiscal year.
(The commonwealth is heating and cooling more
space and has offset rate increases through
greater energy efficiency!)

 The number of ENERGY STAR-labeled buildings

has grown from six in 2006 to 422 today, indicating another measurement of success.

When Kentucky districts were directed to measure
and manage energy resources, many stakeholders
came together and, along with KSBA, changed the
profile of Kentucky’s energy utilization for schools.
Saving energy means saving money for educating
our kids!
Truly what gets measured is getting done.
*the amount of energy consumed, measured in thousands of British Thermal Units
(KBTU), and divided by the gross conditioned area in square feet.

*Energy Utilization Intensity (EUI) is the amount of energy consumed, measured in thousands of British Thermal Units (KBTU),
and divided by the gross conditioned area in square feet.

